Abstract-The components of a large software application do not interact in random ways. Instead, class diagrams exhibit remarkable topological similarities to other natural and artificial systems. The components of a large software application are very well connected because the mean shortest distance between them is very low in spite of having a relatively small number of connections per class. In addition, these diagrams are very heterogeneous. These measurements are of a general nature and are largely independent of the particular semantics of the application. As shown in this paper, and irrespective of the specific features of each system analyzed, the final outcome of software evolution is a small world, hierarchical class diagram with well-defined statistical properties. The consequences for software evolution are outlined.
I. INTRODUCTION
oftware development is a challenging activity that requires considerable expertise. A software application is a carefully crafted piece of engineering. The essence of a very well designed application is a critical trade-off between ease of maintenance and running performance. Such balance is very difficult to achieve. Inappropriate optimization for efficiency often produces code that is difficult to understand and extend: Premature optimization is the root of all evil (originally quoted by Tony Hoare and restated later by Donald Knuth). The prematurely optimized program freezes into a rigid state. From this state, is very difficult to plan its adaptation to new features.
Observing the difficulties faced by the young software industry [1] , Dijkstra proposed that we should restrict ourselves only to programs that admit a logical organization in the framework of clear hierarchies [2] . Hierarchies isolate software parts and this separation, if effective, enables low cost replacement and/or modification. Anyway, large software tends to be a tangled structure of interrelated concepts. Unfortunately, we simply do not know yet the limits of disentanglement [3] . This Manuscript received July 3, 2003 . This work is supported by the Santa Fe Institute and by grant BFM2001-2154.
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R. V. S. is with the ICREA-Complex Systems Lab (full address above) and with Santa Fe Institute, 1399 Hyde Park Road, NM 87501, USA (phone: (34) 935422821; e-mail: ricard.sole@cexs.upf.es). overwhelming complexity requires expert developers able to put some order in it [4] . The recurrent (and unanswered) question is why is so difficult to build software systems? Besides current tinkering-based approaches, is there any safer way to develop software?
The objective of the present work is to enhance our comprehension about the nature of software design by quantitative measurements and structural analysis on existing software systems. It seems that minimization of uncertainty at low cost lies at the root of the observed software complexity. There are many sources of uncertainty that difficult software development. Specifically, trying to design predictable computations in spite of the surrounding uncertainty gives structure to our systems. In addition, it might be that reliability requirements severely constrain the space of possible software designs. One expects that a variety of mechanisms will be required for handling many different types and arbitrary sequences of inputs. No single and general computation will be able to parse efficiently such complex environment without incurring into high costs. Clearly, the system needs a certain degree of specialization. This is reflected by the many components and interconnection patterns used by large-scale software applications. We will show how to measure this heterogeneous structure in real software designs.
Next section introduces the different conceptual levels involved in software development. Section III presents software graphs, how to obtain them from existing system representations, and describes the analyzed datasets. Sections IV, V and VI are a short introduction to the theory of random graphs, small worlds and scale-free networks which is the basis for the software measurements. Section VII presents a known measure of software cost and a prediction of this cost based on real statistics. Section VIII explores the relationship between observed regularities and software evolution. Finally, section IX concludes the article with some discussion and comments about the implications on software engineering and future work.
II. SOFTWARE LEVELS
Software evolves over time. The traditional scheme of developing a software application is a sequence of writeand-test stages towards the working release. Every new version adds or improves functionality of older versions. Development takes place simultaneously at several and clearly defined conceptual scales: implementation, component and architecture levels. This arrangement is arbitrary but traditionally helps developers to switch between low-level details and global views of the entire system when necessary. Each conceptual level will generate different types of defects. Anyway, the most problematic defects to fix involve all levels and require long and expensive trial-and-error developer cycles.
At every development stage (or software version), new defects are identified and the engineer plans new changes to fix them. Any useful software development scheme must address the issue of software defects. It is very difficult to predict how many resources are required to fix all defects. Most studies about software development clearly correlate cost (human and time resources) and maintenance tasks. A large fraction of these defects requires very few resources and is solvable with minimum effort. However, there is always a small fraction of defects very hard to fix. A preventive development scheme is thus preferable to the well-known expensive bug repair process. This means looking for safer ways to write software without introducing errors.
Every software application is a sequence of machine instructions. The sequence controls the behavior of the computer, which sequentially reads, decodes and interprets them in a continuous loop. Modern software comprises a very large number of instructions (from thousand to millions of basic instructions). It is surprising that the time spent by human developers for building a program of N instructions is relatively short when compared to the size of the entire space of possible programs of the same length. In order to simplify the identification of the desired final sequence, engineers structure software applications in separated components. The engineers exploit the fact that the high-level organization of the raw sequence restricts considerably the functionality of every component (that is, the sub-sequence of instructions corresponding to every component).
Here we use a broader component definition that depends on the programming paradigm used. A component maps to a function or procedure in procedural paradigm and a class for object-oriented paradigm. The component partition assumes that it is easier to solve a complex problem when we consider a subdivision into several simpler sub-problems [5] . Partitioning enables various developers to work simultaneously in different parts of the software system with little or no communication. This division of work not only reduces the cost but also has the additional benefit of limiting the consequences and the propagation of defects. Anyway, it is unclear how to make the best partition. We will return to these questions later on the paper.
The designer assigns clear responsibilities to each component and controls their degree of interaction through the interface definition. Components can be dependable in two different ways: (i) component access data stored in another (data dependence) or (ii) transfers control flow when calling a subroutine (control flow dependence). Both types of dependency represent ways of information transfer between components. Designing a computation involves the definition of an information flow traversing a chain of related components. Often, a component makes sense only in the context of a computation involving several components. High software performance means efficient information transferring between components. This sometimes will require introducing internal working details of components into other ones. As we will see, this is a source of design problems.
Good engineering practices promote minimization of component coupling while maximizing the internal cohesion. Too many dependencies result in closely coupled components, which is undesirable because the large amount of communication required. Low cohesion is a symptom of poorly designed component, which address different and unrelated tasks. Unfortunately, the 'minimum coupling/maximum cohesion' principle is a conflicting design goal [6] . Because the constraints, real software components subscript to roughly three different ways of processing information: producers (high fan-in), consumers (high fan-out) and producers/consumers (mixed fan-in and fan-out). The former type of component promotes effective problematic connection patterns between components. In large-scale software, we find a huge variety of design patterns that involve the interaction of many components [8] . Anyway, software suffers certain degradation (entanglement) if software developer does not take special care [9] . As the design evolves, components will adopt functionalities or even replace some other existing components. Corrective actions or re-factorings regularly applied enable faster growing and allow simpler maintenance tasks. Surprisingly, the large-scale structure of software designs exhibits striking patterns that remarkably depart from random structures and are often close to biological networks [10] . The causes of the emergence of these patterns remain unknown but new theoretical approximations are helping understanding them. The study of these patterns could offer considerable insight into the mechanisms underlying software design. Here, we look for explaining these regularities as well as their implications.
III. SOFTWARE GRAPHS
A way to understand natural and artificial systems is by means of looking at the structure of the relationships between their constituting components. Topological measurements of these networks reported striking regularities between very different systems like the Internet, the proteome, food webs, electronic circuits or social networks posing several questions about the universality of the underlying working mechanisms [11] . Recently, we reported the first evidence for the existence of similar patterns in large software designs as well [12] . In order to detect these regularities, we must be able to define a graph G=(V, E) for the software under consideration. Let V= {v i }, (i = 1…N) be the set of nodes and L = {(v i , v j )} the set of links, that is, a directed graph Λ=(V,L). From the previous graph, we get the undirected graph G where E={{v i , v j }} is the set of edges. In this context, we do not make any difference between the terms graph and network. Each node is characterized by its degree k i , which is the number of edges attached to it. Analogously, we define the in-degree and the out-degree of a node as the number of links entering the node and the number of links exiting the node, respectively (i.e: the degree is the sum of the in-degree and the out-degree). It is easy to check that the sum of the degrees of all the nodes of a graph is an even number.
For long time it has been recognized the importance of conceiving designs by diagrams [13] . Visualization is a useful tool in this context because puts the focus on relationships between components while hiding low-level details. Such diagrams are very helpful in software design. The present study explores software complexity through the analysis of design diagrams. Most modern software designs follow the object-oriented paradigm. It is a well-established practice to express object-oriented designs using class diagrams. There are several standard notations for these diagrams, UML [14] [15] being the most popular of them. Class diagrams will be our source representation for extracting a raw graph that captures the topological information and discards any other detail. From the class diagram, take every class (or component) and map it into a single node of the software graph. If two classes relate in any meaningful way (say use, inheritance or composition relationship) a link will be set in the associated graph (see Fig. 1 ). We will consider both directed and undirected versions of the graphs but we do not take into account detailed relationship semantics. Here, relationships have been treated all equal and have the same importance for structural analysis. We studied five UML class diagrams: ProRally 2002, Striker, JDK-A, JDK-B and Mudsi. The two first datasets are videogames from UbiSoft Entertainment. The videogame designs were released with detailed class diagrams documented by their developers. Modern videogames are one of the most complex software systems today because involve extensive user interaction and integration with many specialized hardware (3D-graphics, sound and input peripherals). This kind of software is very expensive and lengthy to produce. Monetary cost is above 1$ million and development time of about two years is not Here we only analyze the two largest JDK graphs. The smaller JDK 1.2 graphs are instances of tree-like hierarchies, as commented in [12] . Mudsi is a distributed application written in Java. In order to improve the statistic analysis, we have also reconstructed (and analyzed) class diagrams from a variety of open source applications written in C/C++ (the reconstruction method is outlined in the appendix). The entire set of 29 class diagrams (both UML and C++) varied in functionality and size. The sample spans three orders of magnitude from N= 27 to N= 5285 nodes. For the sake of comparison, we also added the six networks studied in [16] .
In analyzed software graphs, linear scaling approximately holds between the number of links L and number of nodes N (see fig. 2A ):
The above empirical relation has an interesting interpretation. It means that every time the designer adds a new component to the system, it will link on average with a constant number of other existing components. This fits very well with the assumption of a linear growth model [17] , independent of the current system size. We will return to this question later in the paper. Another observation is that the linear growth model restricts considerably the possible topologies of large-scale software systems. One can define the richness connectance of a graph as the fraction of used links L compared to the complete graph with N(N-1) links (self-referencing is avoided). It is easy to see that if L scales linearly with N, the richness connectance will decay approximately like 1/N ( fig. 2B ). This is a hard constraint for evolving large-scale software. Larger systems will require a quadratic amount of links in order to change their global structure.
IV. RANDOM GRAPHS
Early work on graph theory focused in models of random graphs [18] (see the book [19] for a review). We easily obtain a random graph G rand by distributing a given fraction of edges between randomly chosen pairs of nodes. Specifically, two randomly chosen nodes will be connected with a given probability p. This assumes no particular structure and it is the simplest way to simulate a complex network. Random graph plays the role of null model for comparison. In the following sections, we will see how software graphs remarkably depart from this random scenario.
One important thing to notice about random graphs is their regularity. Different random graph sub-regions are all indistinguishable. The homogeneous structure can be detected by measuring the degree distribution P(k), that is, the fraction of nodes having k edges. For a random graph of N nodes and link probability p the degree distribution follows a binomial shape:
The average degree, what are the conditions under which all elements in G rand are connected. This question has obvious relevance in our context, since a connected graph will define a functional structure where either element interact directly or through some sequence of events that must take place on a path on G rand (class sequence diagrams). Intuitively, if p is too small (close to zero) some nodes will be isolated, whereas for large p everyone will have at least one link. The interesting result from random graph theory [19] is that there is a critical probability p c such that for p < p c most elements will remain disconnected whereas for p > p c most elements will belong to the same connected cluster (thus so called giant component). The transition that takes place at p c is sharp, and implies that a connected system can be reached at a very low cost (for G rand , <k> c = Np c = 1).
Because the mean number of links per node is greater than the random percolation threshold (as seen in previous section), we expect that, with minimum effort, the majority of nodes in the (undirected) software graph will be connected in a single big cluster.
V. SMALL WORLDS Software graphs strongly depart from the Poissonian picture. The first evidence comes from their so-called small world structure [20] , which can be characterized by using two key measures. Consider the following measurement experiment in a graph: choose a pair of nodes (v i , v j ) and then trace a path from v i to v j while traversing the minimum number of edges. Count how many edges have you traversed in such path and you will obtain the length of the shortest path between the two end-nodes: d min (i, j). Now, repeat the procedure for all possible pairs of nodes. What you get is the mean average path length (or characteristic path length) for the graph:
For many systems, it is useful to keep the average path length very low. Shortest paths mean faster communication. Low average path length has been observed in many real systems like the Internet or different social networks (in the latest, this phenomenon is also popularly known by 'six degrees of separation' [21] ) in spite of having a large amount of nodes. We can interpret this measure as network spread or compactness. Random Poissonian graphs are very compact. Because of their regularity, it can be shown that the average path length is proportional to the logarithm of the graph size:
As we can see in figure 3A the spectrum of software maps analysed here fits very well with the expected small average distance predicted by the previous equation. The average path length provides a global characterization of network organization and indicates that, in spite of the fact that software maps are not random (at all) the characteristic path length is very small and thus communication among different parts is very efficient. For a complete graph characterization, we must consider local features of the network.
Take for instance the network of social acquaintances. Expect that two friends of a third person will likely be mutual friends. This situation is depicted in the social network with a triangle whose nodes are persons and edges symbolize friendship. The clustering coefficient C measures the proportion of triangles in the graph:
where A is the adjacency matrix for the graph with Aij = 1 if node vi and vj are connected and Aij = 0 otherwise.
Watts & Strogatz found that many real networks display both short mean distances and high clustering or nonnegligible cliquishness. A network displaying these properties is a "small world" (SW). Small world networks abound on dense neighborhoods, where few 'shortcuts' (or edges connecting distant regions) have a key role for achieving low average path length. For random graphs, the clustering coefficient is inversely proportional to graph size. Thus, large random graphs will have short paths but very small clustering: The in-degree distribution is the probability that a given component is reused by kin other components. Conversely, the out-degree distribution is the probability that a component uses kout other components. Note that outdegree distribution has sharp cutoff.
The software graphs analysed here have clustering coefficients much larger than the expectation from the random scenario (i. e. C >> C rand ). In figure 3B we can clearly appreciate this result: the majority of networks have a clustering coefficient orders of magnitude larger than the random expectation. Actually, the values of C seem rather constant for different sizes. This property is known to be present in hierarchical graphs [22] thus indicating that all software graphs follow the same basic pattern of evolution. The hierarchical nature of these graphs is actually a consequence of their modular character, as has been shown within the context of genome maps [22] . Such pattern is fully appreciated in the remarkable approach followed by all systems towards the SW picture. This actually suggests that, beyond the specific properties of each system, common principles of organization result from the design process.
Real networks are sparse, but not as sparse as becoming disconnected into several pieces. There are a minimum number of edges required to connect N nodes. As we have seen before for the random graph, placing more edges will help reducing the average path length. An important thing to note here is that the designer must take into account the cost of additional wires. Most real networks are efficient because they are able to connect very well their nodes (short path distances) with few edges (small mean degree). The software graphs analyzed here are good examples of small worlds.
For instance, the ProRally 2002 game system consists of 1993 nodes and 4987 links: <k> = 5. Most classes participate in few relationships (one or two) but for any pair of classes expect a short chain of relationships in-between (d= 4.85). We provide a comparison for with G rand every software graph of same size N and mean degree <k>. For instance, the clustering coefficient for ProRally 2002 is C = 0.21, which differs considerably from random explanation: C rand = 0.003. A summary of similar results for the other software systems is available in Table I . Beyond the average degree <k> there is a remarkable heterogeneity of connectivities that introduces a new layer of complexity in network's characterization, to be explored in the next section.
VI. SCALE-FREE NETWORKS
An additional, widespread feature of many complex networks is the high heterogeneity of their degree distributions. Specifically, we have
where A is a normalization constant, k c is a cut-off degree and the scaling exponent γ is tipically constrained to a range γ ∈ (2,3). As k c increases, the tails of the distribution become larger and the graph will display a majority of nodes having few links and a small number of nodes (the hubs) having a large number of connections [23] [11] . These graphs are called "scale free"' (SF) and are found in many different contexts, from natural to technological systems.
Their ubiquity seems to stem shared organizing principles [24] .
SF networks are known to display some unexpected statistical features. In particular, looking at the moments of the degree distribution, i. e.
(with µ =1,2,...) and assuming that
, it is easy to show that the average degree is well defined, leading to <k>=(γ-1)/(γ-2), whereas the higher moments are not, since they scale as
Fluctuations are thus extremely important and have been shown to be the key for understanding a number of key features exhibited by SF architectures. This is the case for example of the spreading of computer viruses on the Internet [25] .How do SF nets originate? There are a number of well-identified processes leading to SF structure. Most of them rely in a growing network displaying some rules of preferential attachment of new nodes [refs] . However, it has been suggested that a sparse SF network can actually result from an underlying optimization process in which efficient communication at low cost is involved [26] . But the most interesting implications from SF architecture are related to their high robustness against random node failure, together with a high level of fragility when hubs fail [27] . In other words, information transfer keeps working in an efficient way when a randomly choosen node fails but tipically degrades when a highly connected component fails. Such observation has been shown to have immediate implications for reliable network architecture. Since system's sensitivity to component failure is a fundamental problem in any area of engineering, it is important to recognize how network topology will influence system's performance. The SF pattern, common to all studied graphs is an emergent property of software evolution: the overall architecture is not specified within the design principles and yet it seems to be the universal result of the evolution process. As a consequence of the local, distributed path of software construction, a modular, hierarchical architecture emerges. Together with it, and inevitably (unless top-down controls are introduced) the resulting system will be likely to include a high robustness against failure of most random errors but also a high fragility when some specific parts fail to behave properly.
As shown in figure 4 and in table II, all the systems are SF. The fact that all the systems analysed here display SF structure, in spite of the obvious differences in size, functionality and other features, indicates that strong constraints are at work during software evolution. In order to properly estimate the scaling exponent γ, we used the cumulative distribution ) (k P > , defined as follows:
A clear regularity is that the exponents obtained from the directed graphs differ from the undirected class diagram. Tipically, we observe γ ∼ 2.5, with γ in < γ and γ out > γ. In other words, if we look at the number of outgoing and incoming links, the resulting degree distributions are different. They are more heavily tailed for the in-degree and more rapidly decaying for the out degree. As noted by Chris Myers, nodes with high in-degree tipically result from broad reuse [16] . The reasons for such asymmetry are rooted precisely in the economization of development effort and related costs. We will return to this important question in the next section.
VII. SOFTWARE COSTS
Software engineer designs in order to minimize the interactions between components while satisfying the hard constraints on development process [28] . It is important to choose well the partition that enables solving the software problem in the given amount of time. There are many different designs satisfying the requirements. To highlight the importance of economization consider the different choices when new functionality integrates into the system. One choice is to extend an existing software component because its relationships enable to implement the new functions. This solution could be bad in terms of clarity because the modified component may lose its intended previous meaning. The other option is to create a new component and adding some new relationships (links). As we can see, component creation could involve a cost that outweighs the benefits of having a clever diagram. Here, cost refers to the time (resources) required for building the software system. Is it possible to measure the quality of a given design?
A useful measure of cost must be able to capture the effort required to make a change. As commented previously in section II, most changes are consequence of defect repairing. Cumulative component dependency (CCD) is a topological measure presented in [29] that relates software quality with software maintenance costs. This measure recognizes the fact that not all software designs are equally adaptable to changes. Minimizing CCD for a given set of components is a design goal [29] . Defect location and test on designs arranged like acyclic tree-like hierarchies are more effective. Less time is spent on testing code because the implied dependency ordering between components (low development cost). Cycles are undesirable because they do not allow defining such an ordering. This measure of cost tells us that good designs must avoid cycles.
In order to compute the cumulative component cost we must consider the directed software graph Λ=(V,E) (see fig.  1 ). For each node v∈V, define the reachability set S(v) as the set of nodes reachable from v (a node w is reachable from v if there is a (directed) path from v to w). This is the set of nodes reached by standard depth-first search started at node v. It turns out that the cost of a node is the size of its reachability set (taking into account that every node is self-reachable):
This is a measure of the linking time (and storage) required for testing the component v in isolation [29] . In order to build a node it is required to build previously all the other components that the node relies on. Any single component modification necessarily implies re-linking of all related components. That is, high cost nodes will be more frequently affected by changes. The cost of the graph is simply the sum of all nodes' cost, which is equal to the size of the transitive closure T:
Computing the size of transitive closure of a directed graph is a fundamental graph problem that has many applications in other fields like database systems and design of network routing algorithms. The transitive closure of a directed graph Λ is another directed graph where there is a link between nodes v and w if there is a path from v to w in the graph Λ. Warshall's algorithm is an efficient method of finding the transitive closure of a directed graph [30] . The size of the transitive closure is simply the number of links in the transitive closure graph. It is interesting to give the expressions for the size of the transitive closure of the complete directed graph Λ c and the balanced binary tree Λ t . In the complete graph, every node knows every other node and thus it is not possible to test components in isolation. The cost grows as fast as the system size squared:
Hierarchical designs offer a great advantage because it is possible to do testing incrementally. A simple testing scheme will be to test first the leaf nodes (that is, nodes whose out degree is zero). Assuming that such tested nodes are safe (or reliable), we can progressively move towards higher levels until reaching the root node. The cost of testing the entire graph is proportional to the logarithm of the system size [29] :
In order to give an idea of the quality of the software design, it is useful to compute the normalized cumulative component dependency (NCCD), which is the ratio of CCD of graph containing N components to the CCD of a balanced binary tree of the same size.
Previous efforts have been concentrated in finding efficient algorithms for computing the size of transitive closure of a directed graph. In particular, there is a linear time algorithm for directed graphs with bounded out-degree [31] . Because their structure, such graphs have a cost which grows sub-quadratically with their size. This suggests that limiting the maximum out-degree will result in software that costs less. This might be the reason for the sharp cutoff observed in the software out-degree distribution (see fig.  4B ). Moreover, economization imposes a very hard constraint in highly reused nodes (or nodes with high indegree). From the point of view of cost, it is inconvenient to add an outgoing link to a highly reused node because the new link automatically rises up the cost of the entire system.
For the software graphs analyzed here, we find that their cost scales with system size (see fig. 5 ):
T~η N where η =1.46 ± 0.09. That is, real software graphs have intermediate cost between the (ideal) balanced binary tree and the complete directed graph.
VIII. SOFTWARE EVOLUTION
It has been recognized the importance of historical contingency in explaining scale-free networks. In the model of Barabási-Albert (also known as preferential attachment or 'rich-gets-richer') a scale-free network with an exponent of minus three is progressively constructed by adding one node at every step [23] . This node connects to up m nodes selected probabilistically because of their importance within the network. The BA model assumes a node is important if it has a high degree. The model simplicity is its main attractiveness but unfortunately is not accurate for many real systems like software. The main disadvantage of the scale-free BA model is that it does not reproduce the high clustering already present in many systems.
We have studied in detail the evolution of the Pro Rally 2002 game system. Today it is common practice in software developer teams to use a backup system to avoid costly losses of source code. In a way, this means a 'fossil record' of the software evolution is available. From one of such databases we recovered a series of 176 intermediate class diagrams comprising the two years of development process. The first thing to notice is that ProRally 2002 grows linearly. At each time step, both number of nodes and number of links increase by a constant amount (give approximate rates). In spite of the transient changes displayed by different measures, the mean degree <k>, the mean shortest distance d and the mean clustering C tend to stabilization around some constant values.
In figure 6 three key evolving features of software architecture are shown. The first is <k>, which shows roughly three phases ( fig. 6A ). The first third of the evolution takes place around an average degree <k> I ∼ 3.5 -4, followed by a linear increase until a new plateau is reached at <k> III ∼ 5. The growth phase in degree is not matched by the two measures characterizing the small world property ( fig. 6B-C) . The average path length rapidly reaches a steady state with d ≅ 5. This indicates that the global communication exhibited by the class diagram is early attained by the system. Something similar occurs with C, which experiences a rapid increase followed by a further increase at later stages. The small world pattern thus emerges rather soon and is maintained through the evolution. The number of links keeps changing towards larger values, thus indicating that the system experiences extensive rewiring without changing its basic architecture. The fact that network diameter d is constant through most of the process has nontrivial consequences. As shown by Puniyani and Lukose, growing random networks under the constraint of constant diameter display SF architecture [32] , with a scaling exponent γ between two and three. Specifically, they found that
when α ≤ 1 is the scaling exponent relating network size with the fluctuations in network connectivity:
and β is the scaling exponent linking the cutoff k c with size, i.e.: c k~β N Using our dataset, we obtain β = 0.62 ± 0.09 and α = 0.42 ± 0.08, which gives a predicted scaling exponent γ ≅ 2.59, to be compared with the average over all systems, <γ>= 2.57 ± 0.07 (computed from table II). The scaling law in the cutoff k c (N) allows us to provide an analytic calculation of the scaling between L and N. Here we have 
IX. DISCUSSION
The important point of our work is that different software architectures share the same universal topological features, that is, small-worldness and scale-free behavior. This is a very surprising result and raises several interesting questions about how we (as human designers) organize knowledge and express the inner workings of a very complex, and abstract machine. Surprisingly, natural networks share the same statistical features. Seems that there is a clear relationship between software evolvability and how components are embedded in the architecture.
The observed scale-free, hierarchical structure displayed by software maps indicates that some basic principles of organization and evolution are at work. In this sense, our results might provide some solid grounds for a theory of software evolution. The analysis reported here reveals that, irrespective of the specific features of each system (and they notably differ in their functional meaning) they all exhibit the same global pattern of organization. Such pattern is not explicitly defined at the level of design rules of software development. Yet, as a consequence of a distributed process of evolution, scale-free structures emerge.
Recent studies on graph evolution through local rules reveal that scale-free patterns are very common [11] but not all evolution rules lead to hierarchical patterns or modularity. One result emerges from these studies with practical consequences in our context: highly heterogeneous graphs inevitably result from a distributed process of link addition, deletion and rewiring through the process of network growing. As a consequence, well-defined structures will be obtained involving a very narrow range of large-scale properties. The narrow range of clustering coefficients, the sparseness of the graphs and the similar exponents obtained for the link distributions tell us that, as it happens to occur with some biological structures, strong constraints operate on top of local rules of evolution [10] . Can natural systems provide some guide for understanding software evolution and perhaps useful metaphors for a theory of software evolution?
The biological metaphor of evolution on a fitness landscape is very useful here. In its simplest form, a fitness landscape is defined as a single valued scalar function F(X) of the state (or configuration) X of a system [33] where the variable X is typically multidimensional. Usually the so called fitness function F(X) is something to be maximized. As the system explores the parameter space (by mutation or some other sort of change) a hill climbing takes place and higher fit points of the landscape are reached. The landscape can be more or less rugged and as a consequence a few or many peaks are available. In rugged landscapes, the system will eventually reach a local peak and no further change will be allowed. The presence of multiple local peaks tipically reflects the presence of conflicting constraints between different variables involved. This situation is known to occur in software evolution too: often, once a given level of complexity is reached, no further improvement is possible unless we start again from scratch.
In spite that the software engineers have a broader view of the system's state (no such a thing happens in the evolutionary context, where there is no a priori planning of the final function) it seems obvious that some common principles of biological evolution are at play here too. The most clear is the presence of tinkering in both natural and artificial systems. Francois Jacob made the original mention of tinkering within the context of biological evolution in 1977 [34] . Jacob pointed out that evolution does not operate as an engineer (which somehow foresees the product of his design) but instead as a tinkerer. On the one hand there is no preconceived plan and on the other evolution through natural selection uses everything at his disposal to produce workable structures. Additionally, each system at each level uses as ingredients some systems at the lower scale. As a consequence, new properties can arise at higher levels but new constraints also emerge. Constraints limit the further evolution and the system might get eventually trapped in some local peak of the fitness landscape.
It has been noticed several times that in order to advance the current state of software engineering a scientific theory is required [35] . Our measurement framework provides quantitative evaluation of software designs and some general invariants (like the scale-free behavior) which might be a first step towards a scientific theory of software development.
An interesting avenue for future exploration is to correlate dynamic and static measurements of software. For instance, consider a class A than uses another class B by calling the method B::f(). One can imagine measuring the 'strength' of the A→B link as the number of times the B::f() method was invoked during a typical execution. Moreover, it is already possible to assign weights not only to links but to single components too. In order to compute this weight it is possible to use the ability of most modern profilers of measuring the frequency of execution of components. Preliminary measurements show that component execution frequency also follows power-law distribution. This is consistent with the known empirical relation that programs spend 80/90 percent of their time executing about 10 percent of the code.
Is there any correlation between the scale-free structure of software architecture and the frequency of execution of components?
APPENDIX

Class Diagram Reconstruction Procedure
In order to obtain the software graph from the C/C++ sources we restrict ourselves only to the information contained in the header files (i.e: source files with extension *.h and *.hpp). We have written a simple C/C++ parser for the header files that extracts the graph from the class and struct declarations (data types).
Isolated procedure declarations are discarded.
Every class or struct identified is assigned to a single graph node. A data field (or attribute) belonging to a class or a struct is considered as a directed link between the owner class and the corresponding node of the referenced data type. It is important to note that simple data types like int, float or char (and other simple derivates) are not taken into account in this analysis. References to these data types are simply discarded for any subsequent consideration.
Class inheritance is also taken into account. If a class A inherits from another class B, then directed link A→B is added. In case of multiple inheritance, more than one link is allowed but we have found that in real systems there are few links coming from this kind of declaration.
There is also the question of considering data types referenced in class methods (functions). In the analysis presented by Myers [16] they were simply discarded. Here, we have taken into account some of the data types declared by class methods. If a method returns a complex data type, then the owner class links with the node corresponding to the returned data type. Creation involves a high degree of coupling between the generating class and its "offspring".
We simplify the reconstruction process by parsing all header files in two passes. In the first pass, all nodes are located so it is possible that a node references another unknown to this moment. These pending references will be solved in a second pass and thus yielding the (directed) software graph. The graph is post-processed and only the largest connected component (in the undirected sense) is selected for analysis.
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